


About Us

Mission Statement

Established in 1999, Euro Gulf Swimming
Pools, LLC. emerged with the mission to
deliver outstanding design and construction
services for residential and commercial
pools, spas, and waterparks across the
United Arab Emirates. Since its inception, the
company has grown from a modest two-
person team to a workforce of over 50 highly
skilled professionals specializing in planning,
design, and construction. Our rich history
reflects our commitment to excellence, and
we eagerly anticipate the opportunity to
share our expertise with you.

Swimming Pool Fiberglass Pools

Spas & Sauna Fountains & Water Features
Deck Area Water play system

Our Vision

We aspire to deliver enjoyment, serenity,
therapeutic benefits, and even luxury
through our products and services. Our
commitment is to take pride in our
offerings and adapt them to meet our
customers' desires without compromising
quality, performance, or overall value. As a
leading force in the pool care industry,
Euro Gulf strives to surpass customer
expectations in terms of quality,
accountability, and integrity. We aim to
consistently provide timely and
exceptional products and services,
whether it's related to projects,
maintenance, or retail. 

At Euro Gulf, our commitment is unwavering
prioritizing our clients' needs remains
paramount. As our clientele expands, we
pledge to uphold personalized assurance to
all. Diligently propelling Euro Gulf to become
a recognized regional powerhouse, devoted
to supporting our esteemed customers and
dedicated employees.

Our Portfolio
Having navigated our diverse portfolio
across the United Arab Emirates, we
possess the expertise required to adeptly
manage projects in a wide array of
environments. Our portfolio includes a
variety of pool types that include, but
aren't limited to, the following:

Mosaic & Porcelain Tiles



SWIMMING POOLS

CONCRETE POOL INFINITY POOLS OVERFLOW POOL LINEAR POOL

Transforming visions into aquatic realities, our swimming pool
construction and maintenance services epitomize excellence. From
meticulous design and precise construction to ongoing maintenance,
we craft pools that are not just water body but lifestyle statements.
Beyond construction, our commitment extends to the meticulous
maintenance of your aquatic haven. Our comprehensive services
cover water quality management, equipment upkeep, and routine
inspections. We understand that a well-maintained pool is a source
of joy, relaxation, and pride



Elevate your pool maintenance with our premium pool equipment and
chemical supplies designed for optimal performance and water clarity.
Explore a curated selection of precision-engineered pool pumps, filters,
and heaters that prioritize energy efficiency and reliability, ensuring a
seamless and cost-effective pool management experience. Complementing
our equipment, our range of high-quality chemical supplies, including
chlorine, pH balancers, and algaecides, is tailored to maintain the perfect
water balance, promoting hygiene and safety for swimmers. 

PUMPS POOL FITTINGSLIGHTINGSFILTERS

POOL EQUIPMENT’S & CHEMICAL SUPPLIES

POOL EQUIPMENT’S & SUPPLIES

WATER LEVEL
REGULATOR

POOL FITTINGS CHLORIN
GRANULAR

TRICHLOROISOCYANURIC
ACID

POOL CHEMICALS

WATER LEVEL
REGULATOR



FIBER GLASS POOLS
Fiberglass pools are a popular and durable choice for residential
swimming pools, distinguished from traditional concrete pools by
their pre-moulded construction using reinforced fiberglass
materials. This method offers benefits such as a smooth, non-
porous surface that resists algae growth and demands less
maintenance. 



UNLIMITED FIBERGLASS POOLS

These pools come in various shapes, including rectangles,
kidney shapes, freeform designs, and lap pools, catering to
different preferences and space constraints. Sizes range from
compact models for smaller yards to larger options for ample
swimming and recreation space. The versatility in shape and
size makes fiberglass pools an adaptable and visually appealing
choice for homeowners. The smooth finish not only enhances
swimming comfort but also reduces the risk of abrasions,
providing a luxurious experience for pool enthusiasts.

With us, your pool remains a sparkling oasis, ready for your
enjoyment at any moment.



FOUNTAIN &
WATER FEATURES

Our skilled artisans and engineers
collaborate to bring your ideas to life,
using top-quality materials for
longevity and visual impact. Beyond
construction, our commitment
extends to meticulous maintenance.
We preserve the beauty and
functionality of fountains through
regular cleaning, water treatment,
and equipment maintenance. With
our expert care, your water feature
remains a dynamic focal point,
captivating the senses and enhancing
your space's ambiance.

We specialize in crafting captivating
landscapes through our expertise in

fountain and water feature
construction and maintenance. Our
process combines artistic vision and

technical precision to seamlessly
integrate enchanting fountains into

various environments, from
contemporary urban spaces to serene

garden retreats. 



WATER PLAY SYSTEM
& WATER PARKS

Experience the delight of aquatic play with our
expert construction and maintenance services for
Water Play Systems. Specializing in creating vibrant
and engaging water play areas, our team combines
innovative design concepts with meticulous
engineering to bring dynamic and interactive
features to life. From splash pads to themed
structures, our installations prioritize precision and
safety, transforming spaces into captivating aquatic
wonderlands.
Our commitment goes beyond construction to
encompass the ongoing maintenance of these water
play systems. With comprehensive services
including regular inspections, cleaning, and
equipment upkeep, we ensure the longevity and
safety of each feature. Emphasizing hygiene and
operational efficiency, we guarantee that your
Water Play System remains a source of joy,
providing countless hours of carefree fun for all
ages.
Choose us for a seamless journey from
conceptualization to construction and ongoing
maintenance of Water Play Systems. With our
expertise and dedication, we transform ordinary
spaces into vibrant, interactive aquatic experiences
for everyone to enjoy.



FOUNTAIN
TECHNOLOGY &
EQUIPMENT’S BY
MESSNER GMBH

ABOUT
MESSNER
GMBH

Founded in 1970, the company initially focused on trading technical
products and soon expanded into producing pumps and fittings for
special machines, establishing a dedicated segment. The pivotal year
of 1976 marked the inception of our venture into the realm of spray
fountains, laying the foundation for numerous product lines in the
field of pond technology. 

In 1994, introduced first in-house line of pumps, initially featuring a limited range of models that
rapidly evolved into a continuously expanding, comprehensive, and well-defined pump family.
Over the years, Messner pumps have been meticulously developed to cater to virtually any garden
pond application, offering a compact, complementary, and flexible range of products. From
pumps tailored for filters, streams, waterfalls, and spray fountains to filter technology featuring
UV-C lamps for discerning pond owners, our diverse range extends to lighting and a myriad of
water features.



POWER TEC 2
PUMPS

LED FLOODLIGHT 

STAINLESS STEEL - FOUNTAIN JETS

UNDER WATER
FLOODLIGHTS

FOUNTAIN TECHNOLOGY

POWER X 2 PUMPS

SKIMMER 300 VERSAILLESVERSAILLESFLOATING
SKIMMER 140

WATER FEATURES

SKIMMER 140

2 FOLD CABLE
CONNECTORS

6 FOLD CABLE
CONNECTORS

SPEED GOVERNOR CABLE CONNECTORS

UNDER WATER
FLOODLIGHTS

PLASTIC FOUNTAIN JETS

 PUMPS

ECO TEC2 PLUS PUMPS ECO X2 PUMPS



SPA,  STEAM ROOM,  JACUZZI
AND MOROCCAN BATH

Experience elevated wellness with our expert installation and maintenance services
for spa, steam rooms, Jacuzzis, and Moroccan baths. Our specialized team creates
luxurious and rejuvenating spaces that seamlessly blend relaxation and indulgence.
Through precision engineering and a keen eye for design aesthetics, we bring your
vision to life with meticulous attention to detail, ensuring a seamless integration of
these features into your space for an oasis of tranquillity and luxury.
Our commitment extends beyond installation to the careful maintenance of these
wellness havens. Offering comprehensive services such as routine cleaning, water
quality management, and equipment upkeep, we ensure that your spa, steam
room, Jacuzzi, and Moroccan bath remain inviting, hygienic, and fully operational.
Choose us for a holistic approach to your wellness sanctuary – from the initial
installation of these indulgent features to their ongoing maintenance. With our
dedication, your spaces will continue to be havens of relaxation and rejuvenation.



OUTDOOR POOL
FURNITURE & DECK AREA

Elevate your outdoor oasis with our stylish and durable pool furniture
designed to enhance your deck area. Explore a curated collection that
seamlessly blends comfort and aesthetics, offering a perfect balance of
functionality and style for lounging, dining, and entertaining by the pool. 

Our outdoor furniture is crafted from weather-resistant materials, ensuring
longevity and easy maintenance in various climates. From sleek loungers
and cozy daybeds to versatile dining sets, each piece is thoughtfully
designed to withstand the elements while providing a comfortable and
inviting atmosphere for relaxation. Transform your deck into a chic and
functional space, where every moment spent by the pool is elevated by the
exceptional design and quality of our outdoor furniture collection.
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